
cago, the whole country is emphasizing that all buildings
used for concourse shall be provided with adequate fire
protection and means of escape. There is a class of
buildings which has not, to our knowledge, been men-
tioned in the overhauling process now going on. In
many medical colleges may be found amphitheaters on
the third or fourth floor, seating, in some instances,
hundreds of people, and lacking adequate means of
exit. Many of these are in buildings whose interiors are
wooden and of quick-burning construction, the stairways
are few, narrow and winding, and the doors are small.
On extraordinary occasions these amphitheaters are

crowded to the limit, the halls below are deserted, and a

fire under the right circumstances might cut off means

of escape. An inspection of some of these buildings will
reveal conditions alarming to those who have not here¬
tofore viewed them with this possibility inmind. Be-

.sehoterrible disaster has ever occurred is no reason

^ |a^/lne''r^^&*t--o.ççui·, It would be well for those re-

siioB^sWè^1?^:·!!^^ ,.bmÎoÎi"ngs."'td, at least, take a look
around and· consider the possibilities. ' "' '

- :/ ,-....

THE VALUE OF THE PHYSICIAN'S SERVICES.

The charge to be made for professional services will
necessarily vary with a number of different conditions.
This proposition is recognized in the practice of the
law, and it should be equally so in that of medicine.
Occasionally a judge on the bench may decide differ-
ently, but a moment's reflection will show the error of
such a decision. There are to be taken into account
especially the nature of the case, the character of the
treatment to be pursued, the time consumed, the skill

ofthe physician, and also the station\p=m-\public and
private\p=m-\of thepatient. The physician is, by force of
circumstances, compelled to have a varying fee even for
similar service. He can not elect to treat only the rich;

neither can he afford to treat only the poor. He gives
much of his service gratuitously, so that none is de-
prived of the opportunities for reli\l=e'\f afforded by his
skill and ability. For these reasons the physician's fee
can not be a fixed and inflexible one. This would seem
to be the view held by Judge Ashman of Philadelphia,
as expressed recently in a decision rendered in the
Orphans' Court: "The life of a rich man," he said,
"is worth more "than the life of a poor man, and the
physician has a right to charge the millionaire more for
his services than he does the laborer. .

. .

The physi¬
cian is unlike the merchant, who .has goods of different
quality to sell at various prices. He must give his
best service in every case. But it does not follow that
the service is worth the same in every case. . . . Human
life has a pecuniary value of variable quantity, greater
in the millionaire thaii in the laborer. TJmis. the practi¬
tioner of common sense has a maximum and a mini¬
mum charge and makes out his bills to suit the pecu¬
niary circumstances of the patient."

NEW YEAR CHANGES IN OUR FOREIGN EXCHANGES.

All our foreign exchanges show renewed vitality and
improvement along various lines with the opening of the

new year. The Medizinskoe Obozryenie, which Dr. Spri-
mon of Moscow has conducted so ably since he founded
it thirty years ago, has been acquired by the Moscow
Medical Society, but he will continue his editorial super-
vision. The Presse M\l=e'\dicaleenters its eleventh year
with several improvements, and the Deutsche medicin-
ishe Wochenschrift has reorganized some of its depart-
ments and enlarged them all, as has also the M\l=u"\nchener
medicinische Wochenshrift. The Semaine M\l=e'\dicalecon-
tinues its serene course of restricting its size to twelve
pages a week, and publishing only what it sifts out of the
overwhelming material which each week offers. It still
continues its remarkable practice of editorial abstracts
of prominent articles published elsewhere, refraining
from citing the authority. The series of letters from
America is concluded. It has been as satisfactory as

could be expected from a young and credulous physi-
cian traveling over a foreign land. The impressions de¬
rived from such a trip depend on the personal bias of the
various natives the traveler happens to encounter, and

..their greater or less fondness for joking. The wonderful
strides that have been made in the medical sciences in
the last few years compel the ambitious-physician to r'ead:
about what is being done everywhere/qf. he will· Hs|MHfepK
left hopelessly in the rear. Consequently thè med5ca$k 4
press everywhere feels this impetus and stimulus.

THE PUBLIC PRESS COMMITTEE.

There is a function of the county medical society
which is as yet not fully utilized, but which is sure to be-
come more widely exercised when the machinery now be-
ing adjusted is in better working order. We refer to the
"public press committee" of a society to contribute to
newspapers articles unsigned as individuals, bearing on
current medical and sanitary topics that will be of inter-
est to the general public. The Cleveland MedicalJournal 1

said recently: "The Newcastle County (Delaware)
Medical Society has for some months had sucha com-
mittee, which is doing excellent service to the profe-
sion and to the public." One needs onlyto glance at

the average newspaper or popular journal to realize
that there is a demand for this sort of information.
Papers have columns headed "Talks with the Doctor,"
"Medical Items," "Department of Hygiene," etc., and it
is certainly to be deplored that newspapers, in their
inability to secure this information from reliable sources,
have opened their columns to the advertising quack
and to the man who is only ¿¡¿.little "off color," but who
is unwisely ready to furnish % medical article over his
own signature. The fact that the articles are often full
of errors and painfully exhibit a lack of education on

the part of the author, only emphasizes the need of a

publ.c press committee. Instead of the antagonism,
which so often exists, there ought to be harmony and
co-operation between the ethical physicians of a com¬

munity and its newspapers. As rapidly as societies can

arrange the matter, certain ones should be designated
to perform this office, and it certainly will tend toward
a greater harmony between physicians who shun pub¬
licity and newspapers whose business is publicity.

1. November, 1903.
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